The next step in

visual privacy
		 protection
An innovative software solution that
completes visual privacy protection
In today’s high-traffic, mobile world, more and more
confidential information is being exposed on users’ laptops.
Now you can complete your visual privacy protection and
help prevent visual hacking with an easy-to-implement
software solution — 3M™ ePrivacy Filter.

Security-enhancing features
A 3M™ Privacy Filter is great for protection from
side angles but leaves you susceptible to views
from behind. 3M™ ePrivacy Filter software alerts
users to over-the-shoulder onlookers, so users
can focus on work, not on who may be peeking
at their screen.

It works like an intelligent
rearview mirror

3M™ ePrivacy Filter software works seamlessly
with your laptop’s webcam and includes these
security-enhancing features:
• Facial recognition
Recognizes authorized user via webcam.

Intruder detected

• Intrusion detection
Alerts the user with a pop-up of the
intruder’s face.
• Walk-away privacy
Blurs the screen when the user looks or
walks away. Reveals the screen when the
user returns.
The setting can be adjusted to enhance or
reduce the level of privacy based on your needs.
The software is compatible with Windows® XP
and higher.

Blurred view

A comprehensive 180° privacy solution*
When used together, 3M™ ePrivacy Filter software and
a 3M™ Privacy Filter provide visual privacy from virtually
every angle — up to 180º of privacy protection.
3M™ ePrivacy Filter Software

3M™ Privacy Filter

Alerts the user to over-theshoulder onlookers and causes
the screen to blur when the user
looks or steps away.

Allows a clear image from the
front while onlookers will only see
a dark screen from side angles.

* Privacy coverage is dependent on webcam’s field of view

3M™ ePrivacy Filter Solutions
Features

Professional

Enterprise

Software + Privacy Filter

Detects over-the-shoulder onlooker and alerts user
Walk-away privacy blurs screen when user steps away
Customizable privacy settings
Low-battery usage
Intelligent facial recognition
Easy to install, easy to use
Unlocks screen for user only
Central deployment and management
Audit capability
Additional privacy from side views
Protects screen from scratches
Reversible matte and glossy finish options
Ultimate visual privacy protection

Learn more at 3Mscreens.com/ePrivacyFilter or call 1-855-666-2800
Compatible with Windows® XP and higher
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